The ___________ symbolizes Manitoba’s status and its
character as part of a constitutional monarchy.

Crest

The _______ is Canada’s
National animal and symbol of industry and
determination. It represents the riches of Manitoba’s
natural environment and history
of the fur trade. It is also holding
Manitoba Provincial Flower; the prairie
Crocus.

Helm or Helmet

WORD BANK: (fill in
the blanks)

The ___________ signals Manitoba’s
co-sovereign status in Confederation.

Dexter Supporter

Beaver

Mantling

Unicorn

The Mantling represents Canada’s
National Colours of ____________.

Gold Helmet

Sinister
Supporter

The __________ is
inherited from Scotland and
represents many of the first
Europeans who came to
Manitoba. The ____________
around its neck represents
Manitoba’s position as
Canada’s “Keystone
Province” describing
its geographical and
economic importance in the
center of the country as
well as some of the historic
buildings in the Red River
Valley. The __________ hanging
from this collar is symbolic of this
distinctive form of transport.

Red and Silver
Royal Crown

The ____________ is an
animal that is vital to the
culture of several of the
First Peoples, the Métis
and the European
settlers. The
______________around
its neck honours all of the
First Peoples, and hanging
from it, the _____________ is
their symbol for the nature and
the meaning of our existence.

Compartment

Shield or Arms

The ___________ was
Manitoba’s first Coat of
Arms. Above Manitoba’s
provincial emblem, the
Bison, is St-George’s Cross,
representing the patron Saint of
England and our place within
The motto is a Latin translation of a stirring phrase
the British Commonwealth.
from Canada’s national anthem; ______________.

Motto Scroll

Shield of 1905 (Original
Coat of Arms)

Collar of maple leaves and
the stones of Fort Garry
Wheel of a Red River ox
cart
White Horse
Collar of bead and bone
Medicine Wheel or the
Circle of Life
Lakes and Rivers
Grain Fields

The compartment is a
White Spruce Forests
visual metaphor for
Manitoba. With
Prairie Crocuses
____________ and
____________ rising
“Glorious and Free”
above the __________of the province,
and the seven __________ at the center representing
one people made up of many diverse origins in
celebration of the multiculturalism of Manitoba.
--Descriptions paraphrased from Robert D.
Watt, Chief Herald of Canada

